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ALLAN PRINGLE 

Murray MacDonald 
Archie Scale 
Power Plant, Toronto 
September 23 - November 6, 1988 

Murray MacDonald's most recent installation project entitled 
Archie Scale, part of Power Plant's ongoing Architectural Series, was a 
manifestation of perceptual and spiritual insight couched in the manipu
lation of order of different levels of meaning. The artist continued tochart 
a career-long aesthetic course within a global view of modernism; 
continued, that is, a positivistic demand for immanence of lived experi
ence. In addition, an emblematic momentum was generated and 
sustained. 

MacDonald borrowed from Gestalt phychology the notion 
of a spontaneous perceptual order formed by the dynamic con
stellation of relations between the spectator and the 'environ
ment' modality - the architectural space. The interiority and ex
teriority, the support and construct, and the form and material of 
a half-sunken globe and a sequence of Gothic arches were 
employed as means to systematically deform the observer's 
universe of experience and to bring about a realization of being-
in-the-world. From a perspective governed by physicality and its 
exigencies, subjective consciousness became understood as an 
cpiphenomenon of body. 

Explicit in the specificity of a Gothic reference was the 
artist's appreciation for the structural aesthetic of repetition. 
Gothic architecture's rhythmic spatial division (ie. its series of 
cathedral bays constituting, by addition, the length of anave) was 
appropriated by the artist in the guise of modernist serial 
methodology. Archie Scale's quadripartite division of passage-
space was arranged according to a hierarchy of archway eleva
tion, the highest lancet installed at the extremity of the work that 
framed the gallery's 'exit' lights. Partitioning functioned both 
sculpturally, as a mode of defining spatial and temporal contin
uum; and in the narrative sense, as an invitation to peripatetic 
involvement. The work 'read' backwards and forwards engen
dered antithetical meaning. One either metaphorically ascended 
(exited this world) or descended (came to ground) according to 
the direction of passage through the composition. 

Archie Scale also invited evaluation under the near-anach
ronistic title of iconography. The Gothic arch, for example, while 
not necessarily implying theism, is unequivocally acknowledged 
in Western culture as a symbol of higher spiritual order - a meta
physical dimension. It entered into symbolic dialogue and con
testation with the demisphere, an intended planetary referent. 
The juxtaposition of corroded and caliginous steel surfaces of the 
demisphere and arches, respectively, further enhanced ex
change. The spiritual essence of a mystical heaven-earth nexus 
was imparted. 

Other enquiries into the nature of the interrelationship 
between the demisphere and the archway failed to produce 
anything akin to knowledge. Dialectic did not provide finality. 
Rather it produced a cohesion of the field of each observer's 
experiences permitting a perceptual genesis of obtuse meaning. 

... The demisphere was a tortoise shell. The vaulted corridor 

served as vector to the firmament above. One stood waiting for the 
tortoise to speak or the spirits to call. 

Murray MacDonald, Archie Scale, 1988. Steel. 6 x 3 x 14.4 m. Installation. 
Power Plant Photo: C. O'Brien 
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